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All Verb 8s- P 

PACIFIED ACDEFIIP PACIFY, to make peaceful [v] 

PACIFIES ACEFIIPS PACIFY, to make peaceful [v] 

PACKAGED AACDEGKP PACKAGE, to make into package (wrapped or boxed object) [v] 

PACKAGES AACEGKPS PACKAGE, to make into package (wrapped or boxed object) [v] 

PACKETED ACDEEKPT PACKET, to make into small package [v] 

PADDLING ADDGILNP PADDLE, to propel with broad-bladed implement [v] 

PADDOCKS ACDDKOPS PADDOCK, to confine in enclosure for horses [v] 

PADLOCKS ACDKLOPS PADLOCK, to secure with type of lock [v] 

PAGANISE AAEGINPS to paganize (to make irreligious) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PAGANIZE AAEGINPZ to make irreligious [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

PAGINATE AAEGINPT to number pages of [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PAINTING AGIINNPT PAINT, to make representation of with paints (coloring substances) [v] 

PALAVERS AAELPRSV PALAVER, to chatter (to talk rapidly and trivially) [v] 

PALISADE AADEILPS to fortify with heavy fence [v -D, -DING, -S] 

PALLETED ADEELLPT PALLET, to place on platforms for storage or moving [v] 

PALLIATE AAEILLPT to conceal seriousness of [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PALPATED AADELPPT PALPATE, to examine by touch [v] 

PALPATES AAELPPST PALPATE, to examine by touch [v] 

PALSYING AGILNPSY PALSY, to paralyze (to render incapable of movement) [v] 

PALTERED ADEELPRT PALTER, to talk or act insincerely [v] 

PAMPERED ADEEMPPR PAMPER, to treat with extreme or excessive indulgence [v] 

PAMPHLET AEHLMPPT to distribute pamphlets (small informative leaflets or booklets) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PANBROIL ABILNOPR to fry in pan with little or no fat [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PANCAKED AACDEKNP PANCAKE, to land airplane in certain manner [v] 

PANCAKES AACEKNPS PANCAKE, to land airplane in certain manner [v] 

PANDERED ADDEENPR PANDER, to provide gratification for others' desires [v] 

PANDYING ADGINNPY PANDY, to punish by striking hand [v] 

PANELING AEGILNNP PANEL, to decorate with thin sheets of material [v] 

PANELLED ADEELLNP PANEL, to decorate with thin sheets of material [v] 

PANFRIED ADEFINPR PANFRY, to fry in frying pan [v] 

PANFRIES AEFINPRS PANFRY, to fry in frying pan [v] 

PANICKED ACDEIKNP PANIC, to be overwhelmed by fear [v] 

PAPERING AEGINPPR PAPER, to cover or wrap with paper (thin sheet of material made of cellulose pulp) [v] 

PARADING AADGINPR PARADE, to march in public procession [v] 

PARADROP AADOPPRR to deliver by parachute [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

PARAFFIN AAFFINPR to coat with waxy substance [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PARAGONS AAGNOPRS PARAGON, to compare with [v] 

PARALLEL AAELLLPR to be similar or analogous to [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

PARALYSE AAELPRSY to paralyze (to render incapable of movement) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

PARALYZE AAELPRYZ to render incapable of movement [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

PARASAIL AAAILPRS to soar while harnessed to parachute towed by car or boat [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PARBAKED AABDEKPR PARBAKE, to bake partially [v] 

PARBAKES AABEKPRS PARBAKE, to bake partially [v] 

PARBOILS ABILOPRS PARBOIL, to cook partially by boiling for short time [v] 

PARCELED ACDEELPR PARCEL, to divide into parts or shares [v] 
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PARCHING ACGHINPR PARCH, to make very dry [v] 

PARDONED ADDENOPR PARDON, to release from liability for offense [v] 

PARENTED ADEENPRT PARENT, to exercise functions of parent (father or mother) [v] 

PARGETED ADEEGPRT PARGET, to cover with plaster [v] 

PARLAYED AADELPRY PARLAY, to bet original wager and its winnings on subsequent event [v] 

PARLEYED ADEELPRY PARLEY, to discuss terms with enemy [v] 

PARODIED ADDEIOPR PARODY, to imitate serious literary work for comic effect [v] 

PARODIES ADEIOPRS PARODY, to imitate serious literary work for comic effect [v] 

PAROLING AGILNOPR PAROLE, to release from prison before completion of imposed sentence [v] 

PARQUETS AEPQRSTU PARQUET, to furnish with floor of inlaid design [v] 

PARROTED ADEOPRRT PARROT, to repeat or imitate without thought or understanding [v] 

PARRYING AGINPRRY PARRY, to ward off blow [v] 

PARTAKEN AAEKNPRT PARTAKE, to participate [v] 

PARTAKES AAEKPRST PARTAKE, to participate [v] 

PARTNERS AENPRRST PARTNER, to associate with in some activity of common interest [v] 

PARTYING AGINPRTY PARTY, to attend social gathering [v] 

PASSAGED AADEGPSS PASSAGE, to make voyage [v] 

PASSAGES AAEGPSSS PASSAGE, to make voyage [v] 

PASTORED ADEOPRST PASTOR, to serve as spiritual overseer of [v] 

PASTURED ADEPRSTU PASTURE, to put in pasture (grazing area) [v] 

PASTURES AEPRSSTU PASTURE, to put in pasture (grazing area) [v] 

PATCHING ACGHINPT PATCH, to mend or cover hole or weak spot in [v] 

PATENTED ADEENPTT PATENT, to obtain patent (government grant protecting rights of inventor) on [v] 

PATINATE AAEINPTT to give patina to [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PATINING AGIINNPT PATINE, to cover with patina [v] 

PATINIZE AEIINPTZ to patinate (to give patina to) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

PATRIATE AAEIPRTT to transfer (power of legislation) to autonomous country [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PATTERED ADEEPRTT PATTER, to talk glibly or rapidly [v] 

PATTERNS AENPRSTT PATTERN, to make according to prescribed design [v] 

PAUPERED ADEEPPRU PAUPER, to reduce to poverty [v] 

PAVILION AIILNOPV to cover with large tent [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PEACHING ACEGHINP PEACH, to inform against someone [v] 

PEACOCKS ACCEKOPS PEACOCK, to strut vainly [v] 

PEARLING AEGILNPR PEARL, to adorn with pearls (smooth, rounded masses formed in certain mollusks) [v] 

PEBBLING BBEGILNP PEBBLE, to cover with pebbles (small, rounded stones) [v] 

PECTIZED CDEEIPTZ PECTIZE, to change into jelly [v] 

PECTIZES CEEIPSTZ PECTIZE, to change into jelly [v] 

PECULATE ACEELPTU to embezzle (to appropriate fraudulently to one's own use) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PEDALING ADEGILNP PEDAL, to operate by means of foot levers [v] 

PEDALLED ADDEELLP PEDAL, to operate by means of foot levers [v] 

PEDDLING DDEGILNP PEDDLE, to travel about selling wares [v] 

PEDESTAL ADEELPST to provide with architectural support or base [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

PEDICURE CDEEIPRU to administer cosmetic treatment to feet and toenails [v -D, -RING, -S] 

PELLETED DEEELLPT PELLET, to strike with pellets (small rounded masses) [v] 

PELTERED DEEELPRT PELTER, to pelt (to strike repeatedly with blows or missiles) [v] 

PENALISE AEEILNPS to penalize (to subject to penalty) [v -D, -SING, -S] 
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PENALIZE AEEILNPZ to subject to penalty [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

PENANCED ACDEENNP PENANCE, to impose type of punishment upon [v] 

PENANCES ACEENNPS PENANCE, to impose type of punishment upon [v] 

PENCILED CDEEILNP PENCIL, to produce by using pencil (writing and drawing implement) [v] 

PENSIONS EINNOPSS PENSION, to grant retirement allowance to [v] 

PEOPLING EGILNOPP PEOPLE, to furnish with inhabitants [v] 

PEPPERED DEEEPPPR PEPPER, to season with pepper (pungent condiment) [v] 

PEPTALKS AEKLPPST PEPTALK, to inspire enthusiasm in by intense, emotional talk [v] 

PEPTIZED DEEIPPTZ PEPTIZE, to increase colloidal dispersion of [v] 

PEPTIZES EEIPPSTZ PEPTIZE, to increase colloidal dispersion of [v] 

PERCEIVE CEEEIPRV to become aware of through senses [v -D, -VING, -S] 

PERCHING CEGHINPR PERCH, to sit or rest on elevated place [v] 

PERDURED DDEEPRRU PERDURE, to continue to exist [v] 

PERDURES DEEPRRSU PERDURE, to continue to exist [v] 

PERFECTS CEEFPRST PERFECT, to make perfect [v] 

PERFORMS EFMOPRRS PERFORM, to begin and carry through to completion [v] 

PERFUMED DEEFMPRU PERFUME, to fill with fragrant odor [v] 

PERFUMES EEFMPRSU PERFUME, to fill with fragrant odor [v] 

PERFUSED DEEFPRSU PERFUSE, to spread over or through something [v] 

PERFUSES EEFPRSSU PERFUSE, to spread over or through something [v] 

PERILING EGIILNPR PERIL, to imperil (to place in jeopardy) [v] 

PERILLED DEEILLPR PERIL, to imperil (to place in jeopardy) [v] 

PERISHED DEEHIPRS PERISH, to die (to cease living) [v] 

PERISHES EEHIPRSS PERISH, to die (to cease living) [v] 

PERJURED DEEJPRRU PERJURE, to make perjurer of [v] 

PERJURES EEJPRRSU PERJURE, to make perjurer of [v] 

PERMEATE AEEEMPRT to spread through [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PERMUTED DEEMPRTU PERMUTE, to change order of [v] 

PERMUTES EEMPRSTU PERMUTE, to change order of [v] 

PERORATE AEEOPRRT to make lengthy speech [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PEROXIDE DEEIOPRX to treat with peroxide (bleaching agent) [v -D, -DING, -S] 

PERPENDS DEENPPRS PERPEND, to ponder (to consider something deeply and thoroughly) [v] 

PERSISTS EIPRSSST PERSIST, to continue resolutely in some activity [v] 

PERSPIRE EEIPPRRS to give off moisture through pores of skin [v -D, -RING, -S] 

PERSUADE ADEEPRSU to cause to do something by means of argument, reasoning, or entreaty [v -D, -DING, -S] 

PERTAINS AEINPRST PERTAIN, to have reference or relation [v] 

PERTURBS BEPRRSTU PERTURB, to disturb greatly [v] 

PERUSING EGINPRSU PERUSE, to read (to look at so as to take in meaning of, as something written or printed) [v] 

PERVADED ADDEEPRV PERVADE, to spread through every part of [v] 

PERVADES ADEEPRSV PERVADE, to spread through every part of [v] 

PERVERTS EEPRRSTV PERVERT, to turn away from right course of action [v] 

PESTERED DEEEPRST PESTER, to bother (to annoy (to be troublesome to)) [v] 

PESTLING EGILNPST PESTLE, to crush with club-shaped hand tool [v] 

PETERING EEGINPRT PETER, to diminish gradually [v] 

PETITION EIINOPTT to make formal request [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PETTIFOG EFGIOPTT to quibble (to argue over trivialities) [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 
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PETTLING EGILNPTT PETTLE, to caress (to touch lovingly) [v] 

PHANTASY AAHNPSTY to fantasy (to imagine (to form mental picture of)) [v -SIED, -ING, -SIES] 

PHILTERS EHILPRST PHILTER, to put under spell of love potion [v] 

PHILTRED DEHILPRT PHILTRE, to philter (to put under spell of love potion) [v] 

PHILTRES EHILPRST PHILTRE, to philter (to put under spell of love potion) [v] 

PHISHING GHHIINPS PHISH, to engage in phishing [v] 

PHONATED ADEHNOPT PHONATE, to produce speech sounds [v] 

PHONATES AEHNOPST PHONATE, to produce speech sounds [v] 

PHONEYED DEEHNOPY PHONEY, to phony (to alter so as to make appear genuine) [v] 

PHONYING GHINNOPY PHONY, to alter so as to make appear genuine [v] 

PHOTOING GHINOOPT PHOTO, to photograph [v] 

PHOTOMAP AHMOOPPT to map by means of aerial photography [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

PHOTOSET EHOOPSTT to prepare for printing by photographic means [v PHOTOSET, -TTING, -S] 

PHRASING AGHINPRS PHRASE, to express in words [v] 

PHREAKED ADEEHKPR PHREAK, to gain illegal access to long-distance telephone service to avoid tolls [v] 

PIAFFING AFFGIINP PIAFFE, to perform piaffer [v] 

PICAROON ACINOOPR to act as pirate [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PICKAXED ACDEIKPX PICKAX, to use pickax (tool for breaking hard surfaces) [v] / PICKAXE [v] 

PICKAXES ACEIKPSX PICKAX, to use pickax (tool for breaking hard surfaces) [v] / PICKAXE [v] 

PICKEERS CEEIKPRS PICKEER, to skirmish in advance of army [v] 

PICKETED CDEEIKPT PICKET, to stand outside of some location, as business, to publicize one's grievances against it [v] 

PICKLING CGIIKLNP PICKLE, to preserve or flavor in solution of brine or vinegar [v] 

PICOTING CGIINOPT PICOT, to edge with ornamental loops [v] 

PICOWAVE ACEIOPVW to irradiate (food) with gamma rays [v -D, -VING, -S] 

PICTURED CDEIPRTU PICTURE, to make visual representation of [v] 

PICTURES CEIPRSTU PICTURE, to make visual representation of [v] 

PIDDLING DDGIILNP PIDDLE, to waste time [v] 

PIERCING CEGIINPR PIERCE, to cut or pass into or through [v] 

PIFFLING FFGIILNP PIFFLE, to babble (to talk idly or excessively) [v] 

PIGMENTS EGIMNPST PIGMENT, to add coloring matter to [v] 

PIGSTICK CGIIKPST to hunt for wild boar [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PILFERED DEEFILPR PILFER, to steal (to take without right or permission) [v] 

PILGRIMS GIILMPRS PILGRIM, to travel to holy place for religious reasons [v] 

PILLAGED ADEGILLP PILLAGE, to plunder (to rob of goods by force) [v] 

PILLAGES AEGILLPS PILLAGE, to plunder (to rob of goods by force) [v] 

PILLARED ADEILLPR PILLAR, to provide with vertical building supports [v] 

PILLOWED DEILLOPW PILLOW, to rest on pillow (cushion for head) [v] 

PILOTING GIILNOPT PILOT, to control course of [v] 

PINBALLS ABILLNPS PINBALL, to move abruptly from one place to another [v] 

PINCHING CGHIINNP PINCH, to squeeze between two edges or surfaces [v] 

PINFOLDS DFILNOPS PINFOLD, to confine in enclosure for stray animals [v] 

PINIONED DEIINNOP PINION, to remove or bind wing feathers of to prevent flight [v] 

PINKENED DEEIKNNP PINKEN, to become pink [v] 

PINNACLE ACEILNNP to place on summit [v -D, -LING, -S] 

PINPOINT IINNOPPT to locate precisely [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PINPRICK CIIKNPPR to puncture with pin [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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PINSPOTS INOPPSST PINSPOT, to illuminate with tight spotlight [v] 

PINTUCKS CIKNPSTU pintuck [v] 

PINWHEEL EEHILNPW to revolve at end of stick [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PIONEERS EEINOPRS PIONEER, to take part in beginnings of [v] 

PIPECLAY ACEILPPY to whiten leather with fine white clay [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PIPELINE EEIILNPP to convey by line of pipe [v -D, -NING, -S] 

PIPETTED DEEIPPTT PIPET, to pipette (to measure liquid with calibrated tube) [v] / PIPETTE [v] 

PIPETTES EEIPPSTT PIPETTE, to measure liquid with calibrated tube [v] 

PIRATING AGIINPRT PIRATE, to commit piracy [v] 

PISTOLED DEILOPST PISTOL, to shoot with small firearm [v] 

PITAPATS AAIPPSTT PITAPAT, to make repeated tapping sound [v] 

PITCHING CGHIINPT PITCH, to throw (to propel through air with movement of arm) [v] 

PIVOTING GIINOPTV PIVOT, to turn on shaft or rod [v] 

PIXELATE AEEILPTX to divide image into pixels for display in digital format [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PIXILATE AEIILPTX pixelate (to divide image into pixels for display in digital format) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PLACARDS AACDLPRS PLACARD, to publicize by means of posters [v] 

PLACATED AACDELPT PLACATE, to soothe or mollify [v] 

PLACATES AACELPST PLACATE, to soothe or mollify [v] 

PLAGUING AGGILNPU PLAGUE, to harass or torment [v] 

PLAINING AGIILNNP PLAIN, to complain (to express discontent) [v] 

PLAISTER AEILPRST to plaster (to cover with plaster (mixture of lime, sand, and water)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PLAITING AGIILNPT PLAIT, to braid (to weave together) [v] 

PLANKING AGIKLNNP PLANK, to cover with planks (long, flat pieces of lumber) [v] 

PLANNING AGILNNNP PLAN, to formulate plan (method for achieving end) [v] 

PLANTING AGILNNPT PLANT, to place in ground for growing [v] 

PLASHING AGHILNPS PLASH, to weave together [v] 

PLASTERS AELPRSST PLASTER, to cover with plaster (mixture of lime, sand, and water) [v] 

PLATEAUS AAELPSTU PLATEAU, to reach period or condition of stability [v] 

PLATOONS ALNOOPST PLATOON, to alternate with another player at same position [v] 

PLATTING AGILNPTT PLAT, to plait (to braid (to weave together)) [v] 

PLAYACTS AACLPSTY PLAYACT, to take part in theatrical performance [v] 

PLAYLIST AILLPSTY to place on list of songs to be played [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PLEACHED ACDEEHLP PLEACH, to weave together [v] 

PLEACHES ACEEHLPS PLEACH, to weave together [v] 

PLEADING ADEGILNP PLEAD, to ask for earnestly [v] 

PLEASING AEGILNPS PLEASE, to give enjoyment or satisfaction to [v] 

PLEASURE AEELPRSU to please (to give enjoyment or satisfaction to) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

PLEATING AEGILNPT PLEAT, to fold in even manner [v] 

PLEDGING DEGGILNP PLEDGE, to give as security for something borrowed [v] 

PLIGHTED DEGHILPT PLIGHT, to promise or bind by solemn pledge [v] 

PLINKING GIIKLNNP PLINK, to shoot at random targets [v] 

PLODDING DDGILNOP PLOD, to walk heavily [v] 

PLONKING GIKLNNOP PLONK, to plunk (to fall or drop heavily) [v] 

PLOPPING GILNOPPP PLOP, to drop or fall heavily [v] 

PLOTTING GILNOPTT PLOT, to plan secretly [v] 

PLOTZING GILNOPTZ PLOTZ, to be overwhelmed by emotion [v] 
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PLOUGHED DEGHLOPU PLOUGH, to plow (to turn up land with plow (farm implement)) [v] 

PLUCKING CGIKLNPU PLUCK, to pull out or off [v] 

PLUGGING GGGILNPU PLUG, to seal or close with plug (piece of material used to fill hole) [v] 

PLUMBING BGILMNPU PLUMB, to determine depth of [v] 

PLUMMETS ELMMPSTU PLUMMET, to drop straight down [v] 

PLUMPENS ELMNPPSU PLUMPEN, to plump (to make plump) [v] 

PLUMPING GILMNPPU PLUMP, to make plump [v] 

PLUNDERS DELNPRSU PLUNDER, to rob of goods by force [v] 

PLUNGING GGILNNPU PLUNGE, to throw or thrust suddenly or forcibly into something [v] 

PLUNKING GIKLNNPU PLUNK, to fall or drop heavily [v] 

POACHING ACGHINOP POACH, to trespass for purpose of taking game or fish [v] 

POCKETED CDEEKOPT POCKET, to place in pouch sewed into garment [v] 

POCKMARK ACKKMOPR to mark with scars caused by eruptive disease [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PODCASTS ACDOPSST PODCAST, to make program available in digital format for download over Internet [v] 

POETISED DEEIOPST POETISE, to poetize (to write poetry) [v] 

POETISES EEIOPSST POETISE, to poetize (to write poetry) [v] 

POETIZED DEEIOPTZ POETIZE, to write poetry [v] 

POETIZES EEIOPSTZ POETIZE, to write poetry [v] 

POGROMED DEGMOOPR POGROM, to massacre systematically [v] 

POINDING DGIINNOP POIND, to seize and sell property of to satisfy debt [v] 

POINTING GIINNOPT POINT, to indicate direction with finger [v] 

POISONED DEINOOPS POISON, to administer harmful substance to [v] 

POLARISE AEILOPRS to polarize (to give polarity to) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

POLARIZE AEILOPRZ to give polarity to [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

POLEAXED ADEELOPX POLEAX, to strike with axlike weapon [v] / POLEAXE [v] 

POLEAXES AEELOPSX POLEAX, to strike with axlike weapon [v] / POLEAXE [v] 

POLEMIZE EEILMOPZ to engage in polemics [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

POLICING CGIILNOP POLICE, to make clean or orderly [v] 

POLISHED DEHILOPS POLISH, to make smooth and lustrous by rubbing [v] 

POLISHES EHILOPSS POLISH, to make smooth and lustrous by rubbing [v] 

POLITICK CIIKLOPT to engage in politics [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

POLKAING AGIKLNOP POLKA, to perform lively dance [v] 

POLLARDS ADLLOPRS POLLARD, to cut top branches of tree back to trunk [v] 

POLLENED DEELLNOP POLLEN, to convey pollen (fertilizing element in seed plant) to [v] 

POLLUTED DELLOPTU POLLUTE, to make unclean or impure [v] 

POLLUTES ELLOPSTU POLLUTE, to make unclean or impure [v] 

POLYBAGS ABGLOPSY POLYBAG, to place something in polyethylene bag [v] 

POMADING ADGIMNOP POMADE, to apply perfumed hair dressing to [v] 

POMMELED DEELMMOP POMMEL, to strike with fists [v] 

PONDERED DDEENOPR PONDER, to consider something deeply and thoroughly [v] 

PONIARDS ADINOPRS PONIARD, to stab with dagger [v] 

PONTOONS NNOOOPST PONTOON, to cross water using pontoons (flat-bottomed boats) [v] 

POOCHING CGHINOOP POOCH, to bulge (to swell out) [v] 

POPPLING GILNOPPP POPPLE, to move in bubbling or rippling manner [v] 

POPULATE AELOPPTU to inhabit (to live in) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PORPOISE EIOOPPRS to move forward with rising and falling motions [v -D, -SING, -S] 
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PORTAGED ADEGOPRT PORTAGE, to transport from one navigable waterway to another [v] 

PORTAGES AEGOPRST PORTAGE, to transport from one navigable waterway to another [v] 

PORTENDS DENOPRST PORTEND, to serve as omen of [v] 

PORTERED DEEOPRRT PORTER, to carry luggage for pay [v] 

PORTIONS INOOPRST PORTION, to divide into shares for distribution [v] 

PORTRAYS AOPRRSTY PORTRAY, to represent pictorially [v] 

POSITING GIINOPST POSIT, to place (to set in particular position) [v] 

POSITION IINOOPST to put in particular location [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

POSTDATE ADEOPSTT to give date later than actual date to [v -D, -TING, -S] 

POSTERED DEEOPRST POSTER, to affix public notices on [v] 

POSTFORM FMOOPRST to shape subsequently [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

POSTMARK AKMOPRST to stamp mail with official mark [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

POSTPONE ENOOPPST to put off to future time [v -D, -NING, -S] 

POSTPOSE EOOPPSST to place (word or phrase) after grammatically related word [v -D, -SING, -S] 

POSTSYNC CNOPSSTY to add sound to film after scene has been photographed [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

POSTURED DEOPRSTU POSTURE, to assume particular position [v] 

POSTURES EOPRSSTU POSTURE, to assume particular position [v] 

POTBOILS BILOOPST POTBOIL, to produce inferior literary or artistic work [v] 

POTHERED DEEHOPRT POTHER, to trouble (to distress (to cause anxiety or suffering to)) [v] 

POTHOLED DEHLOOPT POTHOLE, deep hole in road [adj] / pothole (spelunking) [v] 

POTHOLES EHLOOPST pothole (spelunking) [v] 

POTLATCH ACHLOPTT to hold ceremonial feast for [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

POTSHOTS HOOPSSTT POTSHOT, to shoot randomly at [v] 

POTTERED DEEOPRTT POTTER, to putter (to occupy oneself in leisurely or ineffective manner) [v] 

POUCHING CGHINOPU POUCH, to put in pouch (small, flexible receptacle) [v] 

POULTICE CEILOPTU to apply healing substance to [v -D, -CING, -S] 

POUNCING CGINNOPU POUNCE, to make sudden assault or approach [v] 

POUNDING DGINNOPU POUND, to strike heavily and repeatedly [v] 

POWDERED DDEEOPRW POWDER, to reduce to powder (matter in finely divided state) [v] 

POWERING EGINOPRW POWER, to provide with means of propulsion [v] 

POWWOWED DEOOPWWW POWWOW, to hold conference [v] 

PRACTICE ACCEIPRT to perform often so as to acquire skill [v -D, -CING, -S] 

PRACTISE ACEIPRST to practice (to perform often so as to acquire skill) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

PRAELECT ACEELPRT to prelect (to lecture (to expound on specific subject)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRAISING AGIINPRS PRAISE, to express approval or admiration of [v] 

PRANCING ACGINNPR PRANCE, to spring forward on hind legs [v] 

PRANGING AGGINNPR PRANG, to cause to crash [v] 

PRANKING AGIKNNPR PRANK, to adorn gaudily [v] 

PRATTLED ADELPRTT PRATTLE, to babble (to talk idly or excessively) [v] 

PRATTLES AELPRSTT PRATTLE, to babble (to talk idly or excessively) [v] 

PRAWNING AGINNPRW PRAWN, to fish for prawns (edible shellfish) [v] 

PREACHED ACDEEHPR PREACH, to advocate or recommend urgently [v] 

PREACHES ACEEHPRS PREACH, to advocate or recommend urgently [v] 

PREACTED ACDEEPRT PREACT, to act beforehand [v] 

PREADAPT AADEPPRT to adapt beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREADMIT ADEIMPRT to admit beforehand [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 
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PREADOPT ADEOPPRT to adopt beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREALLOT AELLOPRT to allot beforehand [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

PREALTER AEELPRRT to alter beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREAPPLY AELPPPRY to apply beforehand [v -LIED, -ING, -LIES] 

PREARMED ADEEMPRR PREARM, to arm beforehand [v] 

PREAVERS AEEPRRSV PREAVER, to aver or assert beforehand [v] 

PREBAKED ABDEEKPR PREBAKE, to bake beforehand [v] 

PREBAKES ABEEKPRS PREBAKE, to bake beforehand [v] 

PREBILLS BEILLPRS PREBILL, to bill beforehand [v] 

PREBINDS BDEINPRS PREBIND, to bind beforehand [v] 

PREBLESS BEELPRSS to bless beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

PREBOARD ABDEOPRR to board before regular time [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREBOILS BEILOPRS PREBOIL, to boil beforehand [v] 

PREBOOKS BEKOOPRS PREBOOK, to book beforehand [v] 

PREBOUND BDENOPRU PREBIND, to bind beforehand [v] 

PREBUILD BDEILPRU to build beforehand [v -LT, -ING, -S] 

PREBUILT BEILPRTU PREBUILD, to build beforehand [v] 

PRECASTS ACEPRSST PRECAST, to cast before placing into position [v] 

PRECEDED CDDEEEPR PRECEDE, to go before [v] 

PRECEDES CDEEEPRS PRECEDE, to go before [v] 

PRECENTS CEENPRST PRECENT, to lead church choir in singing [v] 

PRECHECK CCEEHKPR to check beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRECHILL CEHILLPR to chill beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRECHOSE CEEHOPRS PRECHOOSE, to choose beforehand [v] 

PRECISED CDEEIPRS PRECIS, to make concise summary of [v] 

PRECISES CEEIPRSS PRECIS, to make concise summary of [v] 

PRECLEAN ACEELNPR to clean beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRECLEAR ACEELPRR to clear beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRECLUDE CDEELPRU to make impossible by previous action [v -D, -DING, -S] 

PRECODED CDDEEOPR PRECODE, to code beforehand [v] 

PRECODES CDEEOPRS PRECODE, to code beforehand [v] 

PRECOOKS CEKOOPRS PRECOOK, to cook beforehand [v] 

PRECOOLS CELOOPRS PRECOOL, to cool beforehand [v] 

PRECURED CDEEPRRU PRECURE, to cure beforehand [v] 

PRECURES CEEPRRSU PRECURE, to cure beforehand [v] 

PREDATED ADDEEPRT PREDATE, to date before actual or specified time [v] 

PREDATES ADEEPRST PREDATE, to date before actual or specified time [v] 

PREDICTS CDEIPRST PREDICT, to tell of or about in advance [v] 

PREDRIED DDEEIPRR PREDRY, to dry beforehand [v] 

PREDRIES DEEIPRRS PREDRY, to dry beforehand [v] 

PREDRILL DEILLPRR to drill beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREEDITS DEEIPRST PREEDIT, to edit beforehand [v] 

PREELECT CEEELPRT to elect or choose beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREEMPTS EEMPPRST PREEMPT, to acquire by prior right [v] 

PREENACT ACEENPRT to enact beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREENING EEGINNPR PREEN, to smooth or clean with beak or tongue [v] 
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PREERECT CEEEPRRT to erect beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREEXIST EEIPRSTX to exist before [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREFACED ACDEEFPR PREFACE, to provide with introductory statement [v] 

PREFACES ACEEFPRS PREFACE, to provide with introductory statement [v] 

PREFADED ADDEEFPR PREFADE, to fade beforehand [v] 

PREFADES ADEEFPRS PREFADE, to fade beforehand [v] 

PREFILED DEEFILPR PREFILE, to file beforehand [v] 

PREFILES EEFILPRS PREFILE, to file beforehand [v] 

PREFIRED DEEFIPRR PREFIRE, to fire beforehand [v] 

PREFIRES EEFIPRRS PREFIRE, to fire beforehand [v] 

PREFIXED DEEFIPRX PREFIX, to add as prefix (form affixed to beginning of root word) [v] 

PREFIXES EEFIPRSX PREFIX, to add as prefix (form affixed to beginning of root word) [v] 

PREFOCUS CEFOPRSU to focus beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -ES, -SSED, -SSING, -SSES] 

PREFORMS EFMOPRRS PREFORM, to form beforehand [v] 

PREFRANK AEFKNPRR to frank beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREFUNDS DEFNPRSU PREFUND, to fund beforehand [v] 

PREGAMED ADEEGMPR PREGAME, to consume alcohol before game [v] 

PREGAMES AEEGMPRS PREGAME, to consume alcohol before game [v] 

PREGUIDE DEEGIPRU to guide beforehand [v -D, -DING, -S] 

PREHEATS AEEHPRST PREHEAT, to heat beforehand [v] 

PREJUDGE DEEGJPRU to judge beforehand [v -D, -GING, -S] 

PRELECTS CEELPRST PRELECT, to lecture (to expound on specific subject) [v] 

PRELIMIT EIILMPRT to limit beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRELOADS ADELOPRS PRELOAD, to load beforehand [v] 

PRELUDED DDEELPRU PRELUDE, to play musical introduction [v] 

PRELUDES DEELPRSU PRELUDE, to play musical introduction [v] 

PREMAKES AEEKMPRS PREMAKE, to make in advance [v] 

PREMIERE EEEIMPRR to present publicly for first time [v -D, -RING, -S] 

PREMISED DEEIMPRS PREMISE, to state in advance [v] 

PREMISES EEIMPRSS PREMISE, to state in advance [v] 

PREMIXED DEEIMPRX PREMIX, to mix before use [v] 

PREMIXES EEIMPRSX PREMIX, to mix before use [v] 

PREMOLDS DELMOPRS PREMOLD, to mold beforehand [v] 

PRENTICE CEEINPRT to place with employer for instruction in trade [v -D, -CING, -S] 

PREORDER DEEOPRRR to order beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREPACKS ACEKPPRS PREPACK, to package before retail distribution [v] 

PREPARED ADEEPPRR PREPARE, to put in proper condition or readiness [v] 

PREPARES AEEPPRRS PREPARE, to put in proper condition or readiness [v] 

PREPASTE AEEPPRST to paste beforehand [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PREPAVED ADEEPPRV PREPAVE, to pave beforehand [v] 

PREPAVES AEEPPRSV PREPAVE, to pave beforehand [v] 

PREPLACE ACEELPPR to place beforehand [v -D, -CING, -S] 

PREPLANS AELNPPRS PREPLAN, to plan in advance [v] 

PREPOSED DEEOPPRS PREPOSE, to place something in front of another [v] 

PREPOSES EEOPPRSS PREPOSE, to place something in front of another [v] 

PREPPING EGINPPPR PREP, to attend preparatory school [v] 
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PREPRICE CEEIPPRR to price beforehand [v -D, -CING, -S] 

PREPRINT EINPPRRT to print in advance [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREPUNCH CEHNPPRU to punch in advance [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

PRERINSE EEINPRRS to rinse beforehand [v -D, -SING, -S] 

PRESAGED ADEEGPRS PRESAGE, to foretell (to tell of or about in advance) [v] 

PRESAGES AEEGPRSS PRESAGE, to foretell (to tell of or about in advance) [v] 

PRESCIND CDEINPRS to consider separately [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRESCORE CEEOPRRS to record sound of before filming [v -D, -RING, -S] 

PRESELLS EELLPRSS PRESELL, to promote product not yet being sold to public [v] 

PRESENTS EENPRSST PRESENT, to bring into presence of someone [v] 

PRESERVE EEEPRRSV to keep free from harm or danger [v -D, -VING, -S] 

PRESHAPE AEEHPPRS to shape beforehand [v -D, -PING, -S] 

PRESHIPS EHIPPRSS PRESHIP, to ship beforehand [v] 

PRESHOWN EHNOPRSW PRESHOW, to show beforehand [v] 

PRESHOWS EHOPRSSW PRESHOW, to show beforehand [v] 

PRESIDED DDEEIPRS PRESIDE, to occupy position of authority [v] 

PRESIDES DEEIPRSS PRESIDE, to occupy position of authority [v] 

PRESIFTS EFIPRSST PRESIFT, to sift beforehand [v] 

PRESLICE CEEILPRS to slice beforehand [v -D, -CING, -S] 

PRESOAKS AEKOPRSS PRESOAK, to soak beforehand [v] 

PRESOLVE EELOPRSV to solve beforehand [v -D, -VING, -S] 

PRESORTS EOPRRSST PRESORT, to sort beforehand [v] 

PRESSING EGINPRSS PRESS, to act upon with steady force [v] 

PRESSURE EEPRRSSU to apply force to [v -D, -RING, -S] 

PRESTAMP AEMPPRST to stamp beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRESTORE EEOPRRST to store beforehand [v -D, -RING, -S] 

PRESUMED DEEMPRSU PRESUME, to take for granted [v] 

PRESUMES EEMPRSSU PRESUME, to take for granted [v] 

PRETAPED ADEEPPRT PRETAPE, to tape beforehand [v] 

PRETAPES AEEPPRST PRETAPE, to tape beforehand [v] 

PRETASTE AEEPRSTT to taste beforehand [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PRETELLS EELLPRST PRETELL, to tell beforehand [v] 

PRETENDS DEENPRST PRETEND, to assume or display false appearance of [v] 

PRETESTS EEPRSSTT PRETEST, to give preliminary test to [v] 

PRETEXTS EEPRSTTX PRETEXT, to allege as excuse [v] 

PRETRAIN AEINPRRT to train beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRETREAT AEEPRRTT to treat beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRETRIMS EIMPRRST PRETRIM, to trim beforehand [v] 

PRETTIED DEEIPRTT PRETTY, to make pretty [v] 

PRETTIES EEIPRSTT PRETTY, to make pretty [v] 

PRETTIFY EFIPRTTY to make pretty [v FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

PRETYPED DEEPPRTY PRETYPE, to type beforehand [v] 

PRETYPES EEPPRSTY PRETYPE, to type beforehand [v] 

PRETZELS EELPRSTZ PRETZEL, to contort (to twist out of shape) [v] 

PREUNITE EEINPRTU to unite beforehand [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PREVAILS AEILPRSV PREVAIL, to triumph (to be victorious) [v] 
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PREVALUE AEELPRUV to value beforehand [v -D, -UING, -S] 

PREVENTS EENPRSTV PREVENT, to keep from happening [v] 

PREVIEWS EEIPRSVW PREVIEW, to view or exhibit in advance [v] 

PREVISED DEEIPRSV PREVISE, to foresee (to see in advance) [v] 

PREVISES EEIPRSSV PREVISE, to foresee (to see in advance) [v] 

PREVISIT EIIPRSTV to visit beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREVUING EGINPRUV PREVUE, to preview (to view or exhibit in advance) [v] 

PREWARMS AEMPRRSW PREWARM, to warm beforehand [v] 

PREWARNS AENPRRSW PREWARN, to warn in advance [v] 

PREWEIGH EEGHIPRW to weigh beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREWIRED DEEIPRRW PREWIRE, to wire beforehand [v] 

PREWIRES EEIPRRSW PREWIRE, to wire beforehand [v] 

PREWORKS EKOPRRSW PREWORK, to work beforehand [v] 

PREWRAPS AEPPRRSW PREWRAP, to wrap beforehand [v] 

PRICKING CGIIKNPR PRICK, to puncture slightly [v] 

PRICKLED CDEIKLPR PRICKLE, to prick (to puncture slightly) [v] 

PRICKLES CEIKLPRS PRICKLE, to prick (to puncture slightly) [v] 

PRIESTED DEEIPRST PRIEST, to ordain as priest (one authorized to perform religious rites) [v] 

PRIGGING GGGIINPR PRIG, to steal (to take without right or permission) [v] 

PRILLING GIILLNPR PRILL, to convert into pellets [v] 

PRIMMING GIIMMNPR PRIM, to give prim expression to [v] 

PRIMPING GIIMNPPR PRIMP, to dress or adorn carefully [v] 

PRINKING GIIKNNPR PRINK, to dress or adorn in showy manner [v] 

PRINTING GIINNPRT PRINT, to produce by pressed type on surface [v] 

PRISONED DEINOPRS PRISON, to imprison (to confine (to shut within enclosure)) [v] 

PRISSING GIINPRSS PRISS, to act in prissy manner [v] 

PROBATED ABDEOPRT PROBATE, to establish validity of [v] 

PROBATES ABEOPRST PROBATE, to establish validity of [v] 

PROCEEDS CDEEOPRS PROCEED, to go forward or onward [v] 

PROCLAIM ACILMOPR to make known publicly or officially [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PROCTORS COOPRRST PROCTOR, to supervise [v] 

PROCURED CDEOPRRU PROCURE, to obtain by effort [v] 

PROCURES CEOPRRSU PROCURE, to obtain by effort [v] 

PRODDING DDGINOPR PROD, to jab with something pointed [v] 

PRODUCED CDDEOPRU PRODUCE, to bring into existence [v] 

PRODUCES CDEOPRSU PRODUCE, to bring into existence [v] 

PROFANED ADEFNOPR PROFANE, to treat with irreverence or abuse [v] 

PROFANES AEFNOPRS PROFANE, to treat with irreverence or abuse [v] 

PROFFERS EFFOPRRS PROFFER, to present for acceptance [v] 

PROFILED DEFILOPR PROFILE, to draw outline of [v] 

PROFILES EFILOPRS PROFILE, to draw outline of [v] 

PROFITED DEFIOPRT PROFIT, to gain advantage or benefit [v] 

PROGGING GGGINOPR PROG, to prowl about for food or plunder [v] 

PROGNOSE EGNOOPRS to forecast probable course of disease [v -D, -SING, -S] 

PROGRAMS AGMOPRRS PROGRAM, to arrange in plan of proceedings [v] 

PROGRESS EGOPRRSS to move forward or onward [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 
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PROHIBIT BHIIOPRT to forbid by authority [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PROJECTS CEJOPRST PROJECT, to extend outward [v] 

PROLAPSE AELOPPRS to fall or slip out of place [v -D, -SING, -S] 

PROLOGED DEGLOOPR PROLOG, to prologue (to preface (to provide with introductory statement)) [v] 

PROLOGUE EGLOOPRU to preface (to provide with introductory statement) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

PROLONGS GLNOOPRS PROLONG, to lengthen in duration [v] 

PROMISED DEIMOPRS PROMISE, to make declaration of assurance [v] 

PROMISES EIMOPRSS PROMISE, to make declaration of assurance [v] 

PROMOING GIMNOOPR PROMO, to promote (to contribute to progress of) [v] 

PROMOTED DEMOOPRT PROMOTE, to contribute to progress of [v] 

PROMOTES EMOOPRST PROMOTE, to contribute to progress of [v] 

PROMPTED DEMOPPRT PROMPT, to induce to action [v] 

PROMULGE EGLMOPRU to proclaim (to make known publicly or officially) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

PRONATED ADENOPRT PRONATE, to turn palm downward or backward [v] 

PRONATES AENOPRST PRONATE, to turn palm downward or backward [v] 

PRONGING GGINNOPR PRONG, to pierce with pointed projection [v] 

PROOFING FGINOOPR PROOF, to examine for errors [v] 

PROPENDS DENOPPRS PROPEND, to have tendency toward [v] 

PROPHESY EHOPPRSY to predict (to tell of or about in advance) [v -SIED, -ING, -SIES] 

PROPINED DEINOPPR PROPINE, to offer as gift [v] 

PROPINES EINOPPRS PROPINE, to offer as gift [v] 

PROPONED DENOOPPR PROPONE, to propose (to put forward for consideration or acceptance) [v] 

PROPONES ENOOPPRS PROPONE, to propose (to put forward for consideration or acceptance) [v] 

PROPOSED DEOOPPRS PROPOSE, to put forward for consideration or acceptance [v] 

PROPOSES EOOPPRSS PROPOSE, to put forward for consideration or acceptance [v] 

PROPOUND DNOOPPRU to propose (to put forward for consideration or acceptance) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PROPPING GINOPPPR PROP, to keep from falling [v] 

PRORATED ADEOPRRT PRORATE, to divide proportionately [v] 

PRORATES AEOPRRST PRORATE, to divide proportionately [v] 

PROROGUE EGOOPRRU to discontinue session of [v -D, -GING, -S] 

PROSECTS CEOPRSST PROSECT, to dissect (to cut apart for scientific examination) [v] 

PROSPECT CEOPPRST to explore for mineral deposits [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PROSPERS EOPPRRSS PROSPER, to be successful or fortunate [v] 

PROTECTS CEOPRSTT PROTECT, to keep from harm, attack, or injury [v] 

PROTENDS DENOPRST PROTEND, to extend (to stretch out to full length) [v] 

PROTESTS EOPRSSTT PROTEST, to express strong objection [v] 

PROTOCOL CLOOOPRT to form preliminary draft of official document [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

PROTRACT ACOPRRTT to prolong (to lengthen in duration) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PROTRUDE DEOPRRTU to extend beyond main portion [v -D, -DING, -S] 

PROVERBS BEOPRRSV PROVERB, to make byword of [v] 

PROVIDED DDEIOPRV PROVIDE, to supply (to furnish with what is needed) [v] 

PROVIDES DEIOPRSV PROVIDE, to supply (to furnish with what is needed) [v] 

PROVOKED DEKOOPRV PROVOKE, to incite to anger or resentment [v] 

PROVOKES EKOOPRSV PROVOKE, to incite to anger or resentment [v] 

PROWLING GILNOPRW PROWL, to move about stealthily [v] 

PSALMING AGILMNPS PSALM, to praise in psalms (sacred songs) [v] 
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PSHAWING AGHINPSW PSHAW, to utter expression of disapproval [v] 

PSYCHING CGHINPSY PSYCH, to put into proper frame of mind [v] 

PUCKERED CDEEKPRU PUCKER, to gather into small wrinkles or folds [v] 

PUDDLING DDGILNPU PUDDLE, to strew with puddles (small pools of water) [v] 

PULLEYED DEELLPUY PULLEY, to hoist with pulley (device used for lifting weight) [v] 

PULSATED ADELPSTU PULSATE, to expand and contract rhythmically [v] 

PULSATES AELPSSTU PULSATE, to expand and contract rhythmically [v] 

PULTRUDE DELPRTUU to make plastic object by drawing resin-coated glass fibers through die [v -D, -DING, -S] 

PUMICING CGIIMNPU PUMICE, to polish with porous volcanic rock [v] 

PUMMELED DEELMMPU PUMMEL, to pommel (to strike with fists) [v] 

PUNCHING CGHINNPU PUNCH, to perforate with type of tool [v] 

PUNCTURE CENPRTUU to pierce with pointed object [v -D, -RING, -S] 

PUNGLING GGILNNPU PUNGLE, to contribute [v] 

PUNISHED DEHINPSU PUNISH, to impose penalty on in requital for wrongdoing [v] 

PUNISHES EHINPSSU PUNISH, to impose penalty on in requital for wrongdoing [v] 

PUPATING AGINPPTU PUPATE, to pass through pupal stage [v] 

PURCHASE ACEHPRSU to acquire by payment of money [v -D, -SING, -S] 

PUREEING EEGINPRU PUREE, to reduce to thick pulp by cooking and sieving [v] 

PURFLING FGILNPRU PURFLE, to decorate border of [v] 

PURIFIED DEFIIPRU PURIFY, to free from impurities [v] 

PURIFIES EFIIPRSU PURIFY, to free from impurities [v] 

PURLOINS ILNOPRSU PURLOIN, to steal (to take without right or permission) [v] 

PURPLING GILNPPRU PURPLE, to make purple [v] 

PURPORTS OPPRRSTU PURPORT, to profess or claim [v] 

PURPOSED DEOPPRSU PURPOSE, to resolve to perform or accomplish [v] 

PURPOSES EOPPRSSU PURPOSE, to resolve to perform or accomplish [v] 

PURSUING GINPRSUU PURSUE, to follow in order to overtake or capture [v] 

PURVEYED DEEPRUVY PURVEY, to supply (to furnish with what is needed) [v] 

PUTTERED DEEPRTTU PUTTER, to occupy oneself in leisurely or ineffective manner [v] 

PUTTYING GINPTTUY PUTTY, to fill with type of cement [v] 

PUZZLING GILNPUZZ PUZZLE, to cause uncertainty and indecision in [v] 

PYRAMIDS ADIMPRSY PYRAMID, to raise or increase by adding amounts gradually [v] 

PYRITISE EIIPRSTY to pyritize (to convert into pyrite) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

PYRITIZE EIIPRTYZ to convert into pyrite [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

PYROLIZE EILOPRYZ to pyrolyze (to affect compounds by application of heat) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

PYROLYSE ELOPRSYY to pyrolyze (to affect compounds by application of heat) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

PYROLYZE ELOPRYYZ to affect compounds by application of heat [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

 
 


